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About This Content
Download the Yamaha 2015 Bike Models DLC Pack to receive the most desired bikes of 2015.
The DLC contains the apex of Yamaha technology in 2015, featuring: the new generation YZF-R1 created without
compromises, that offers amazing performances, unprecedented control and technology that comes directly from the
MotoGP™; the YZF-R1M, a limited edition developed for professional teams and expert riders that seek the most evolved
performances on track and during races; and the R6, forged on the international racing circuits, utilizing technology derived
from MotoGP™ and developed to guarantee exceptional performance worthy of a real professional rider.
Yamaha R1 2015:
•Displacement: 998cc
•Maximum power: 147.1 kW (200.0 CV) @ 13.500 rpm
•Maximum torque: 112.4 Nm (11.5 kg-m) @ 11.500 rpm
•Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank): 199 Kg
Yamaha R1M 2015:
•Displacement: 998cc
•Maximum power: 147.1 kW (200.0 CV) @ 13.500 rpm
•Maximum torque: 112.4 Nm (11.5 kg-m) @ 11.500 rpm
•Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank): 200 Kg
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Yamaha R6 2015:
•Displacement: 599 cc
•Maximum power: 91.0 kW (123.7 CV) @ 14.500 rpm
•Maximum torque: 65.7 Nm (6.7 kg-m) @ 10.500 rpm
•Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank): 189 Kg
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Title: RIDE: Yamaha 2015 Bike Models
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2015
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista SP2 / Windows 7 SP1 / Windows 8 / Windows 8.1
Processor: Intel Core i3-530 @ 2.93 GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 810 @ 2.60 GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 @ 1GB / ATI Radeon HD 6790 @ 1GB*
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 35 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible
Additional Notes: *Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported.

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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Great game, challenging and rewarding. Would reccomend to those who enjoy a easy to learn, hard to master game with epic
boss fights.. terribly excited over trying this game, love indie horror.
full graphics settings, looks brilliant, control is awesome
see a phone, answer, hide in bathroom, chairs get thrown at me but my cat like reflexes allows me to dodge...go in office get the
passcode to the door
get to the door unharmed but notice some black cloud like clumps just around the corner
Face door, go to input the code, mouse will not clock the buttons no matter what I do. 4.5 hours is actually afk left myself
standing there, luckily these demons dont attack if you are away taking care of irl stuff...
restart, get stuck at same part, cannot input door code....
Watched walk through on youtube, Must have been fun, continued to look great throughout.. This is a free roam shooter game.
On easy it is pretty easy. Right now there is grid based teleporting as that seems to fit the bill but I am sure the dev will add ice
skating at some point. I have not played the hard setting yet but I doubt that is going to change how I view the game. It is a FPS
where you have to clear the levels of all the monsters to "win" and I think there is a wave shooting mode too. The graphics are
good but the game is dark and all you have is a helmet spot light to see and that is controlled by your HMD. Right now the gun
feels a bit uncomfortable for me to hold in its present position. I am hoping adjustments will be added later in options. Grenades
you just lob and BOOM !!! Simple as that just don't drop them close or you will die. With the look of the levels and feel of the
game this should be revamped to be made into something that has a full campaign and interesting objectives. There should be
more to this than just clearing the monsters out. Nothing on the station is interactive except the health and grenades. There are
barrels to blow up but trying to get the spiders and monsters near them is quite a challenge since they essentially attack you and
not the barrels. This game does not wow me in its present state but it is not terrible either. If it is on sale like it is now then
probably grab it and see where the developer goes with it. If you do scream with me to make a campaign as most people that
play it will probably agree. It has the right atmosphere and level design for a full game campaign in VR with lots more to do
other than mindless killing. FPS shooter lovers and hardcore killers will love this game. Easy mode is great for casual players as
it is easy as I said. I am repeating myself.....so go out and buy this now during the weekly sale.
Cheers. Frag out !!!
First real play of one level. Easy setting.
https://youtu.be/k5wcWC18-So. A bleak and melodic head trip. The short buzz is worth the asking price. Not for everyone, but
thankfully so.. Bigger and badder than the first, the mission structure is a lot more complicated in this one. Some gameplay
quibbles have been fixed like instead of certain guards breaking your disguise, only going into unauthorized areas with an
unauthorized outfit will get you busted. Crouching counts as sneaking now so you dont have to move at a snails pace. One
strange visual choice they made was to put everything in a sort of semi-sepia vintage filter. Changing depth of field off will get
rid of it partially, but not fully. Not too big a deal though. Overall its definitely a step above the first in terms of complexity, but
not length. Only 7 missions long. Like the first, some of those missions could take upwards of 2 hours depending on how you
play it, but it still feels short. Basically, for the best experience, buy the gold pack.. Movie DLC, that's a thing. PLAY THIS
GAME IF YOU WANT EASY 1000+ ACHIEVEMENTS IN 1 HOUR. 2018 and still play this game
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Amazing game, beautifal graphics, great voice over and the artwork mixed with the soundtrack makes this game amazing. the
game dosent need jumpscares it legit makes you scared of the situation. incase you guys are intrested heres a gameplay
.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_e7Fj309xU&t=10s. After many years you guys just made my day, awesome game super
fun with friends and it`s free amazing :) If you love something set it free ! right :) rip `Bomberman`
Add some campaign guys !
Cheers. This game is so deep! If you have ever wanted to sit in the drivers seat of an NFL franchise, this is your chance. FOF7
is franchise mode in Madden - on steroids. The only knock is that the interface looks dated. In future versions, if the interface
catches up to the level of gameplay FOF will be a 10 out of 10.
For now, I'd rate it a solid 8.. It's really really COOL !
Go right now and play it with ya friends ! :). Fan of GDS- WMMA series from the initial to the 4th installment. After I finally
got burnt out from playing those, I decided to try TEW. I think its a bit more tedious then WMMA series mainly because you
have to book the result/angles/appease the lockeroom/etc but I feel there is more micromanaging prowess in comparison to
WMMA series. If you are unsure whether or not you like complete/ultimate power running everything, then try the demo at
GreyDog Software website.
The game is has great mods as well that you can get from the GreyDog Software forums, so you can actually use use world
mods/etc.
Fun game.. I don't know what the hell this was supposed to be, but it sucked there was no dialague that i remember and no
interaction I don't even know what the hell was going on. I came out of the experience with less idea what it was about then
when i started. I would not recommend this to anyone I just\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665away 5$
don't make the same mistake. Unfortunately, I cannot recommend this game. As compared to Capitalism II, the economy here is
strange, frustrating, and down right illogical. For example, I am making 100 Quality Flu Vaccine and almost have a complete
monopoly on it, however, if I charge more than 2 dollars from the production price, people stop buying. Then suddenly, a
competitor releases a 1 Quality Flu Vaccine which is 4 dollars cheaper and he suddenly cornered 1/3 of the market.
One more way this game frustrates me is that it feels like it punishes me for having the highest quality goods. I max out the
quality and I am not allowed to have a large profit margin, if I sell at a much higher price than my production costs, no one buys
it. That means no matter how much effort I put in to lowering production costs, my selling price will have to lower with it. With
over a dozen different products, I can't seem to go over a steady 10,000 dollars a day in profits while maitaining 100 quality
goods and a research team that keeps me on top.
While the stock market is simpler and easier to use in this game than Capitalism II, there doesn't seem to be any dividends given
out so I don't see point in buying shares of competitors unless I want to outright buy them out. I didn't get a chance to try as it
felt futile even after buying 20 percent of a competitor.
Resource production does not have too much of a benefit. The only one I saw was the assurance that you don't run out from the
global market. But, as stated above, having cheap raw materials cuts down on production and you are forced to lower your
selling price because if your profit margin is large, people stop buying.
Finally, after 15 in game years, the demand for products we the same, no increase or decrease.
There are many things in this game that are great improvements over Capitalism II but no, sorry. I still prefer Capitalism II. If
you have not played that game, you will probably be less disappointed with this game.. Even the tutorial does not work!. Simple,
easy to play, but suprisingly in depth stratagy game. One of my favorite classic pc games back in the 90's, particularly the online
deathmatches. I recently purchased this again because I heard that the multiplayer was still alive and well. I am currently
installing the mods for multiplayer so I am excited to revisit this experience. The only trouble I'm having is trying to maximize
my screen resolution for an untypical screen size but I'm sure that I'll figure it out. I'll probably update this review the more I
play it.
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